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Matti Charlton Echo Twelve Remix

The Ringing of the Bells 

Echo Twelve

Echo Twelve's elegant production and unique sound 
design represent the best artistic style and technical 
craft in music production.

Echo Twelve fell in love with electronic music in 1989 at 
the age of 12.
From his discovery of groups like 808 State and Beats 
International, his preferences grew from the burgeoning 
acid house scene to more underground sounds. 
Exploring the frontiers of house music, Irish pirate radio 
stations – such as Power FM – and their unique house 
music sound occupied many of his evenings.

Echo sees no boundaries as he evolves his sound. The 
outer limits of genre are his usual stops, as he tells us he 
listens to “Ethiopian jazz one day, and minimal techno 
the next. You know, the usual stuff.”

His first EP, Soulitude (2016), tips the hat to the likes of 
Unkle and Bonobo, melding mid-tempo, moody beats 
and synths into tunes that rumble menacingly to their 
finale. His first LP Thrown In at the Deep End (2017) saw 
Echo Twelve going uptempo, marrying eastern sounds 
with pounding baselines in a four-to-the-floor progres-
sive house direction. His single Anoche (2018) brings 
mid-tempo beats and Spanish guitars together to 
stunning effect.

This is his second remix of Matti Charlton’s music after I 
Can’t Find You! (Locked Down by Echo Twelve) earlier in 
2020.

 echotwelve.com

Matti Charlton

Matti Charlton is a Canadian singer/songwriter, 
musician and artist.

They write unique, eclectic songs; fuse & defy 
genre.
…Electro political synthwave: I Can't Find You!
…Ragtime hip-hop: Let Me Explain!
…Flower Child Witch Folk: The Ringing of the Bells
…Banjo Bedroom Pop: I Can't Find You! (Acoustic)
…Trans-Disco: A Rocket Ship To The Moon
…Synth Singer/Songwriter Woke Pop: To The 
Bullied Like Me (Something Different)

Matti is a member of the transgender community 
and is openly autistic. Formally trained in classical 
guitar, piano, cello, and many other instruments, 
they get the most delight in modern 21st century 
synthesizers and by exploring sound design as a 
vehical for modern lyrical themes. Stylistic 
influences include New Wave, Electro & Nu-Disco, 
from artists ranging from the pop sensibe (Depeche 
Mode, David Bowie) to the underground wonder-
children (Boards of Canada, Aphex Twin, Siriusmo, 
Mr. Oizo).

Matti has several bedroom pop albums streaming 
on the major platforms. Trans Canadian Retro Kid 
(2020), Flower Child (2020), plus several singles 
that span many genres - including an electro 
version of Mozart’s Requiem.

matticharlton.com


